
     KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA NEW BONGAIGAON 

INFRASTRUCTURE 

 LABORATORIES AND RESOURCE ROOMS: 

Presently, the school is having one Physics Lab, one Chemistry Lab, one Biology Lab, 

three Computer Labs, one junior science lab ,two resource room and CMP room. The Vidyalaya 

also has one Atal Tinkering Lab (ATL) which is aimed at fostering curiosity and innovativeness 

among the young minds. The school also has one Language Lab which is aimed at developing 

the listening and speaking skills of the students in the English Language.   

I now present before you a brief panorama of the achievements of the Vidyalaya during the 

session 2019-20: 

 ACHIEVEMENTS: 

In the year 2019-20 the Board results for Class X and XII were very encouraging with 

100% pass percentage for both the classes. Amongst all the three streams for Class XII, the 

students of Commerce secured the first positions and were also among the highest scoring 

candidates in the entire region. Apart from the academic achievements, our students are also 

bringing many laurels to the Vidyalaya in other co-scholastic activities.   Aakash Kumar 

Choudhury and Ayushman Kumar of Class IX participated in the 47th JNNSMEE 2020 [National 

level] held in Ahmedabad in the month of October. The students of the Vidyalaya also gave 

tremendous performance in all the competitions held under “Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat “ 

programmme. Nilarnab Sutradhar of (Class IX) participated in National Level Spell Bee 

Competition held in New Delhi. Dhrubjyoti Roy (of Class VI) participated in Solo Instrumental 

and secured Third Position in the Regional Level. Snigdha Goswami (of Class XI) also 

participated in Solo Song and secured Third Position in the Regional Level. Tanay Mitra (of Class 

IX) and Pratya Sengupta (of Class VIII) were selected for Regional Level English Elocution 

Competition. Kalpana Kashyap (of Class X) participated in “Hindi Kavya Path”,  Arjun Rathore (of 

Class X) in Quiz and Spandita Sarkar (of Class IX) participated in On-Spot Painting at the Regional 

Level. 


